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I always loved the book "Essential Skills to Play The Piano " but this time I took it a bit further. Its actual title is not Essential, but it is the most comprehensive lesson book I've ever seen on any instrument. I taught this book to my students at Berklee and they were astonished at how easy it is to understand, which was not something that was said about the first book they
heard about it. So many of the students could not believe that they were expected to learn to play the piano and they were so frustrated. I have been playing piano for well over 50 years and I never studied so many things in such a short period of time. This book has given me just about everything I need to know in an easy and logical manner that I can understand... This
is the first book I ever bought at Berklee - a jazz book called Playing Piano Through Style and Technique (Vol. 1). It was also my first jazz book and I found it to be a mindblower. It's a very "new-age" type book in that you can learn to play the piano just by remembering what each note is supposed to sound like for each chord. This is a cool though a bit confusing app that
displays chords and chord progressions in the typical jazz fashion. The chords are displayed on a 7 position scale. The major "key" is to the left of the chord and the minor "key" to the right. Sometimes I find this helpful because I can glance at the key and then correlate the chords to keys that I know. The example is a blues in the key of F. This is a site I put up a while ago
to make available some of the fake book source material that I converted and published. I thought it would be useful for fellow Real Book users to be able to easily access it. I also hope that some of the sources will inspire new ideas for others.
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7. if youre not a real swing jazz player, just as a songwriter, you might want to have a go at arranging. start by choosing an arrangement that you think works well with the chord progression, but do it in a way that lets you stretch out and create an original version. take care of the harmony and do not worry about being "proper" in terms of the beat or tonality - let the
harmonic content of the arrangement speak for itself and youll discover one of the joys of jazz composition. 8. instead of recording and reviewing on your ipod, take a look at what youve just made and see if its a worthy "artistic investment" of your time. make sure that it has structure and that you can listen to your work properly: is the melody and arrangement catchy,

and will it keep you interested even in rehearsal? 9. if your lyrics are not so good, or you are not so motivated to compose new lyrics, go for simple words that you can write down quickly. write down lyrics that are sparse in meaning. i cant promise theyll be suitable for airplay, but they will sure spice up your process of making the track. 10. go with the flow and make sure
that you dont try to force the melody to fit the words. when choosing where to insert the melodies, and what time to put in each "chunk", always bear in mind what you are saying in the song. don't be too predictable and youll often reach for the easy option. jazz songs are, above all, melodic - and thats what you should bear in mind when shaping your melodies. 6. jazz
music has also grown beyond the simple melodic mnemonic machines of the bebop style, which has since become the norm of jazz musicians, both high and low end. from the rhythm section to the soloist, there are a thousand, if not tens of thousands of variations and embellishments to each jazz standard you learn in jazz class. and most of them are not focused on

keeping the music simple and easy to play. and if youre musicianship is limited, its probably going to be a little easier for you to master. 5ec8ef588b
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